
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CATEGORY: A Band of Friends 
 

 
 
WINNER (Under 16):  
 
The Accrington Pals 
 
We are the pals from Accrington, 
We will be friends forever. 
We all joined up on the same day, 
We all grew up together. 
 
Amongst the mud, craters and rats, 
We hide in the trenches together. 
We fire guns and throw grenades, 
We fight as pals forever. 
 
Our orders have come through to go over the top, 
This is our final endeavour. 
Our day has come, our darkest hour, 
As pals we have served together. 
 
In the fields where now poppies grow, 
So people remember us forever. 
We gave our lives for king and country, 
As pals we lie together. 
 
Gudrun Bennett (12) 
 
 
  



WINNER (Over 16):  
 
 
Curtains 
 
Nothin’ but hawkin’ and hackin’ fae the gas. 
In the greyness o’ the dawn 
some laddies spew their innards, 
their faces lined and worn. 
 
Then came the order, “Pipe them into battle, 
pipe them together.” Up he climbed 
right ontae the parapet; 
his pipes skirlin’ their bloodcurdlin’ whine 
chilled us tae the boil. 
 
Thon primeval sound would rouse the dead. 
In a frenzy o’ fumblin’ we’re up, 
shuddered frae our torpor, and there’s MacLeod 
marchin’ up and down, up and down – the star turn, 
oblivious tae the chucklin’ guns. 
Though whizz-bangs guffaw at his act, 
though front o’ house tutts an’ titters, 
MacLeod plays on. 
 
We slipper through the oozin’ dubs, 
bayonets bristled tae murder; 
like feral savages we swarm, 
our squawks drown out MacLeod; 
only the splinters spittin’, chitterin’ 
reverberate in our heads, then… 
nothingness. 
 
So, who the hell admitted Death 
tae play Macleod’s lament? 
And will they brave the parapet 
tae pipe the next event?  
 
 
(2,500 Scottish pipers played the troops into battle during World War 1.  
Of those, it is estimated that 1,000 were killed.) 
 
 
Audrey McIlvain 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HIGHLY COMMENDED: 
 
Three brothers 
 
In fields now red where poppies sway, indifferent to the violence. 
Raw memory, like a heavy shroud, is soothed by years of silence. 
The guns of man are quiet now but we do not forget, 
The chance that birth befell these men; their collective courses set. 
 
In Tenterden (the Weald of Kent), three brothers grew up tall. 
Picking hops and plucking girls, to kiss against the wall. 
Their rosy youth spilled from them, just as the fruit they cropped. 
Opportunity; theirs for the taking, until the clocks were stopped. 
 
At Spark Lane, o’er in Mapplewell, three brothers grew up tall. 
In the shadow of a Barnsley pit; youth’s folly in their thrall. 
Their futures lay in industry, carved through their Northern hearts, 
‘til fate showed them a theatre stage, for which they all had parts. 
 
A thee comin’ pals, to do thy bit for King and blessed land? 
With eager smiles were signed their names and formed those fresh faced bands, 
In town and village, north & south, as friends and brothers stood 
For parents; proud to see them go, as every parent would. 
 
Those lambs, who marched on out of sight to France and to their knees, 
Bore witness to a hell on earth.  No feeble lambs were these. 
These men were lions, one and all; their fate met straight, with guts. 
Their bravery remains unknown, their courage, and their pluck. 
 
Chance is made and chance is lost; luck is not ours to mould. 
Whether we stay young.  Whether we grow old. 
And in the mud she showed herself, all beauty, hope and grace. 
Three boys were there, and three were not, to see her face to face. 
 
In Tenterden, three telegrams received in solemn silence. 
The rosy youth that spilled from them, bled out in the violence. 
On granite slab, their names are carved, one underneath the other. 
Their legacy for all to see; a tribute to their Mother. 
Who let them go and could not know that war would never share them. 
A ruthless, greedy enmity; it mocked her heavy burden. 
 
Niki Pearson 
 


